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Upper Crossgare Pipe Band
http://www.uppercrossgare.plus.com

Grade 2 band from Northern Ireland
Upper Crossgare Pipe Band, We strive to keep our results page up to date after each contest we play in as well as give you information about all the major contests
throughout the year. Practise is Monday and Thursday nights Grade 2The Upper Crossgare Website has received the 2002-2003 Golden Web Award from the
International Association of Webmasters and Designers We also have available a new WAP service that you can access from your mobile phone (if you have a WAP
mobile that is). You will find some information on the band, a complete list of this years contests, and the results from all the contests as they happen throughout the
year. Our WAP address is tagtag.com/uppercrossgare Go! You can visit any other WAP site by entering the address in the above box. Our WAP site was built using
tagtag.com Please take a moment to fill out our opinion poll Search My Site Brief on the Band The McLean Crest The band received its name from the town land in
which it is situated, Upper Crossgare, just outside the village of Dromara, Co. Down. For many years music has been an attraction in the neighbourhood of Upper
Crossgare, of course not just pipes and drums but also flutes and drums. Upper Crossgare wear the McLean of Duart tartan as pictured above and wear the clan crest
on their cap badge and kilt pin. The band has moved on significantly since its formation in 1936 and are currently, under the instruction of Pipe Major Trevor Connor
(pictured above), one of the top Grade 2 bands in the Northern Ireland Branch of the Royal Scottish Pipe Band Association.
Grouping: Pipeband
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Country: GB
Year-Joined: 2012
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